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1 For a detailed description of rhe SYNPHOMCS sysæm see Herweg (1992) and Schopp (1993).
2 Evidence for tlrc relevance of such a direct relationship between semantic and prosodic sruch¡re is shown

by means of examples of focus¡background sructuring in Gfinther et al. (1993).

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a cognítive approach to prosodic planning in a language generation
system. The macro- and microprosodíc planning component is part of ø computational
modelíng of tnain processing stages of the hmtan language production process. The
architecure of the system which ß motivated by appropríate psycholinguistic ittsights, and
some representationd formats oî prosodic knowledge are íntroduced.

INTRODUCTION
This paper is concemed with the phonological and phonetic planning component of the
SYNPHONICS (Sfntactic and PhoÃological Realization of lncrementally Generated
Qonceptual ttructures) Formulator, and in particular with the representation of
phonological and phonetic knowledge. The SYNPHOMCS approach !o the computational
modeling of natural language production takes into consideration results from
psycholinguistic research about the tiÍie course of the human language production process
as well as recent developments in theoretical linguistics and phonetics conceming the
representation of syntactic, phonological, and phonetic knowledge. The crucial point of
linguistic investigation lies in the analysis and modeling of the syntactic and prosodic
realization of different information structures (e.g, focus-background stnrcture) in
accordance with conceptual and contextual variations. The SYNPHOMCS Formulator is
the central part of the SYNPHONICS Systeml, which is at prcsent in a conceptual stage
and will comprise the whole generative processing of utterances from pre-linguistic
conceptual stn¡ctr¡res over complex semantic/syntactic/phonological structures onto
acoustic parameter sets for controlling a speech synthesizer.

In our approach, language production is seen as an incremental process (Levelt 1989)
which combines parallel and serial pnrcessing. Therefore, the planning processes must be
hold local and must act over incomplete structures (e.g. there will be no preplanning of
metrical trees or of complete intonation contours over whole utterances), This assumption
about processing properties adheres to a special relational account of linguistic structures.
In this account we assume that semantic, syntactic, and phonological information can be
linked to each other, building a complex sign with inherent constraints. In abandoning a
strictly functional dependency ofphonological structure on syntactic structure we assume a
direct inter¡elationship between semantic and phonological structure2. Such a view directly
influences the organization of the prosodic planning processes and also the structure of the
processing units (increments). In the next section, the architecture of the phonological and
phonetic encoder within the SYNPHOMCS Formulator will be described.
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THE MODEL OF THE PHONOLOGICAL AND PHONETIC ENCODER
The archiæcture model of the phonological and phonetic encoder (Figure 1) with its
processing steps of phonological, phonetic-articulatory, and acoustic encoding shows a
clear separation of declarative knowledge components from procedural control
components. This is due to the inægration of a decla¡ative grarilnar component (a variant
of a HPSG (Pollard&Sag 1992) for German) in a procedural control structure. The
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Figure 1. The a¡chitecture and phonetic encoder.

Within the SYNPHONICS Formulator, we will represent phonological and phonetic
information according to the event-based paradigm (Bird&Klein 1989). But the type of
events and their properties will be separated into phonological and phonetic ones,
reflecting the peculiarities of phonological and phonetic processes. During phonological
encoding, we use a type hierarchy based on autosegmental phonology, whereas during
phonetic encoding, we prefer a type hierarchy and property assortrnent that takes its
bearings from articulatory processes (Browman and Goldstein 1989). A separation of
phonological and phonetic encoding p(rcesses with adjusted structures increases the
modularity of speech production models and applies to the research topic of current
language generation investigation: Each decision or evaluation has to be carried out on its
hereditary processing stage.

T\e SYNPHON Flood Gate forms the interface from semantic and syntactic to
phonological planning. This module ensures the incremental subsequent treatrnent of
already semantic and syntactic specified utterance fragments. The Flood Gcre selects
stn¡cture units which meet the inherent needs ofphonological processes. According to
psycholinguistic investigations (-evelt 1989), phonological phrases or accent ùmains
(Gussenhoven 1983, Ladd 1983) - a semantic pendant to the well known syntactically
deñned phonological phrase - are conceivable ûo be such incremental units.

The Lexeme Selector selects the corresponding lexemes from the lexicon by
dereferencing the lexeme pointer (an abstract address determined during lemma selection)
and using syntactic agrcement information as well as case information. Only this second
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lexicon access (after lemma selection) makes available the concrete word fonn information
(Levelt L992t). ln the Lexeme Lexicon, morphological, metrical and. segmental
iìformation are stored. This information is specified during lexical-phonological speUout
processes. Figure 2 shows a prcsodic specifîed lexical entry of the proper name ll¿¿s in
?ur ¡¡pSC-tité style (semandc, syntactical, morphological, and conc¡ete subsegmental
event infoÍnation is omitæd).
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Figure 2. A prosodic lexeme entry,of the proper name Flcns.
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Figure Rule.

3 Tlre psychological rcålity of an absFact prosodic sEuch¡re reprosontation during senænce production was
recendy demonsrabd by Ferreira (1Ð3).

+

The next processing stage is the Pltanetic Interpreter, which forms our inþrface between
phonology and phonetics and deduces a phonetic-articulatory event sln¡cture_from abstract

inosodiCand segmental information by paying attention to segmental phonetic pararneters.
An inærplay bãween global abstractþ planned prosodic features and segment specific
parametùs iakes place iletemrining the concreþ phonetic events which realize the prosodic
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featu¡es. The standa¡d a¡ticulator hierarchy of Browman and Goldsæjn's proposal (1989)
is expanded by the articulatorjaw, which is necessary in order to plan correctly the co-
articulation effects and formant transitions of vowels, The phonetic interpretation of sub-
and suprasegmental information relies upon a declarative knowledge base, the syllabary
flævelt 1992b). According to psycholinguistic investigations, the eventual increments
which will be handed over from phonological encoding to phonctic interpretation are
metrically structt¡r€d, subsegmentally underspecified syllables or phonological words.
These structures serve as the access code to the appropriate gestural score.4 In order to
model the cognitive language production process, we represent articulatory gesturcs as
well as articulaory scores within our syllabary. Aniculatory plans of syllables are alrready
fully specified temporally and only the syllable environment has to be taken into account.
But in case of assembling an articulatory unit from single gestures an articulatory
constraint satisfaction process must be perforrled. At this point it is possible to implement
a learning process which enlarges the syllabary in the case of frequently appearing
articulatory scores.

The output of the phonetic constraint solver conEols a speech synthesizer, Because of
using an acoustic synthesizer, namely a Klatt-based forrnant synthesizet', a phonetic-
acoustic inærface is required. This module calculates the acoustic control parameters in
accordancÊ lvith the articulato'ry targets on thc different articulato,ry event tiers.
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